
How to Write 

Proposals 



What is A Research Proposal?

✘ A proposal to perform a certain research project

✘ In response to an RFP (Request for Proposals) or CFP (Call for 
Proposals)
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Why Do We Need to Write Proposals?

✘ To get funding*
○ Student tuition, stipend 
○ Equipment purchase 
○ Travel expenses
○ Office supplies, etc.
○ University overhead

✘ Opportunity to think beyond the next paper (3-5 years)

*Getting funding is an extremely competitive process 3



Funding Sources

✘ Government funding
○ In Korea: NRF, IITP, etc.
○ In the US: NSF, DARPA, etc.
○ In Europe: ERC, EPSRC, etc.

✘ Industry funding
○ Samsung, Naver, Google, MSR, etc.

✘ University funding
○ Faculty startup fund, URP, etc.
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Different Sources Want Different Things

✘ Research agencies: papers
✘ Government agencies: job creation, helping SMB, etc.
✘ Industry: IP, recruiting, etc.
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Types of Proposals - Team

✘ Individual research
✘ Small team

○ Faculty + faculty
○ Faculty + industry (SMB)

✘ Large team
○ Faculty + faculty (research centers)
○ Faculty + faculty + SMB + Government research labs + …
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Types of Proposals - Topic

✘ Free topic
○ The proposer must still select “areas” of the topic

✘ Specified topic
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What’s in a Proposal?

✘ Research problem, goal, vision
✘ Literature review
✘ Your approach, methodology, and plan (timeline)
✘ Deliverables (papers, patents, graduating students, code release, 

etc)
✘ Impact
✘ Budget
✘ Personnel  
Most of the cases, it’s not binding
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An Ideal Proposal 

(all this should be in a 1-page summary)

1. Here is a problem
2. It’s an important problem (evidence…)
3. We have a promising idea (evidence…)
4. We are a world-class team (evidence…)
5. Here is what we hope to achieve, and how we’ll know if we have 

succeeded
6. Here is a plan of how we’re going to get from our idea to that 

destination
7. Give us the money.  Please

9* Slide from S. P. Jones



Request for Proposal Examples

✘ Sincere apology: in Korean
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Who writes the RFP

✘ In US NSF, the program managers
○ It’s driven by the program manager for high level direction (e.g., 

how can we make wireless networks faster?)
○ Professors working in the area have workshops to identify key 

future directions and submit a report

✘ In Korea…
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Proposal form sample

✘ Sorry again… in Korean
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Who Reviews Your Proposal?

✘ Review, not read 

✘ People with varying degrees of expertise on the subject
✘ People with their own biases and assumptions

✘ Depending on funding agencies, the reviewers might have “read” 
your proposal, or just glanced through it

✘ Regardless, your proposal must convince them
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Formula on Writing Proposals

✘ Know the funding agency and what they want
✘ Answer the questions written in RFP
✘ Make is easier for the reviewers to get your points
✘ Build a good story
✘ If available, read the evaluation criteria and explicitly address them
✘ Demonstrate why you are the right person to solve the problem
✘ Write a very good executive summary
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Story

✘ What is the research problem?
✘ Why is the problem important?

○ If successful, how will it change the world?
✘ Why is the problem hard?

○ Why do we need to invest money and time?
✘ What is your proposed solution? How is it different from existing 

work?
○ It’s ok (or necessary) to include preliminary results
○ Provide evidence it is promising
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Why Me?

✘ Why are you uniquely qualified to do this research?
✘ Are you an expert in the field of this research?

○ There could be collaborators to cover different fields
✘ Were you successful in previous research?

○ Is there a bridge between your past work and the proposed 
work?
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Be concrete in your proposed approach

✘ “I will work on it” is too weak
✘ Be concrete, so that the reviewers know you know what to do

○ “We will build an analyzer that will analyze our 200k line C 
program in X time”

○ “We will build a wireless sensor network using Arduino and 
deploy it in Hospital Y”
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Literature review

✘ Use it to demonstrate you know the area
○ Otherwise, why would they fund you?

✘ Use it to position your proposed research
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Budget

✘ You should consult with someone with experience
✘ Several things are fixed (e.g., labor cost and overhead have a set 

rate by each institute)
✘ Don’t budget anything you don’t need
✘ There could be max allowed per category
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Making it easier for the reviewers

✘ They have to write a critique of your proposal, after a glance!
○ Build a table that indexes evaluation criteria

✘ Use proper formatting, with lots of figures and tables
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Team Proposals

✘ The PI must spend lots of time coordinating
✘ Team building is very important

○ Itemize what needs to be done and recruit the best for each
○ Instead of recruiting good people without a plan on who does 

what
✘ Must deal with sensitive issues such as who gets how much funding
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Some helpful tips

✘ Include all mandatory sections
✘ Do not wait till the last minute for submission (DDoS problem)
✘ Create a checklist for the submission
✘ See sample successful proposals
✘ Get early feedback (just like a paper)
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A few considerations

✘ Some Korean proposals are double blind
○ Need to be cautious
○ “Why me!” needs to be hidden

✘ Challenging vs Feasible

✘ Alignment with your research interests

✘ Proposal vs Reimbursement?
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Proposals vs Papers

✘ Writing what you plan to do

✘ Must suggest (or sell) a vision

✘ “Who” proposes is an important part 
of the review process

✘ Reward: funding

✘ Writing what you accomplished

✘ Must suggest novel contribution

✘ “Who” wrote it should not be an 
important part of the review process

✘ Reward: publication

✘ Must ack the funding source 
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Resources

✘ A guide for proposal writing by NSF (link)
✘ Open advice to Google Faculty Research Awards proposal writers 

(link)
✘ How to write a great research proposal by S. P. Jones and A. Bundy 

(link)
✘ You and Your Research Proposal by N. Feamster and A. Gray (link)
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https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/1998/nsf9891/nsf9891.htm
https://ai.google/research/outreach/faq/?category=advice
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/academic-program/how-to-write-a-great-research-proposal/
https://greatresearch.org/2013/09/06/you-and-your-research-proposal/


Summary & Advice

✘ Know the funding agency
✘ Build a good story 

○ Why the problem is important
○ How you will conquer the problem
○ Why you can successfully lead this project

✘ Make it easier for the reviewers
✘ Write a very good executive summary

✘ When you have questions on the process, call, not email the funding 
agency 44



Your 1-minute talk

✘ Nov 20: next Tuesday!
○ Elevator pitch
○ “What are you working on?”
○ No slide or 1-slide

■ If slides, preload the slide before the talk
○ No Q&A
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Talk Order

현상원허미나이동민이채린이준석
이녕우박찬수김유진조석철
남해진이승주오진영박예슬이한길
홍재민박지희 Clement Maria 
이정관김영훈유시현박민성최윤서
정현규장우진윤소영류혜원
구현진
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We need smooth transition between speakers

✘ For this reason, we ask you to use Google Slides
✘ Provide a link to your slides on a spreadsheet we will create
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